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Dear GovemrjrKaslcrs: 

In Re: Case numbers 14-1297-EL~SSO and 14-1693-EL-SSO 

I am writing to you to ask that you and your administration to please deny the rate increase to (ocK 

consumers into buying power from Ohio's oldest, dirtiest coal plants. 1 ask that you limit pollution m our 

air and water to lead to fewer deaths and sickness for everyone inside and outside Ohio. 

A bailout of old polluting technology only benefits the utility shareholders and delays investment in 
efficiency and renewable energy. My family and I care about reducing toxic pollution and saving money 
on our electric bills. 

Reducing our dependence on coal for electricity reduces mercury and other contamination from 
polluting our drinking water from Lake Erie and the Ohio River. 1 know that i want safe drinking water 
for myself and my family...who doesn't? 

Thank you for your time, 

Mark Nicoletti 
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fOco 
Dear Guwui i lor KdijiCfC 

In Re: Case numbers 14-1297-EL-SSO and 14-1693-EL-SSO 

I am writ ing to you to ask that you and your administration to please deny the rate increase to locK 

consumers into buying power f rom Ohio's oldest, dirtiest coal plants. I ask that you limit pollution in our 

air and water to lead to fewer deaths and sickness for everyone inside and outside Ohio. 

A bailout of old polluting technology only benefits the util ity shareholders and delays investment in 

efficiency and renewable energy. My family and I care about reducing toxic pollution and saving money 

on our electric bills. 

Reducing our dependence on coal for electricity reduces mercury and other contamination from 

polluting our drinking water f rom Lake Erie and the Ohio River. I know that i want safe drinking water 

for myself and my family...who doesn't? 

Thank you for your t ime, 

Michael Nicoletti 
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DearbuytilllUI KSbiUi, 

in Re: Case numbers 14-1297-EL-SSO and 14-1693-EL-SSO 

I am writing to you to ask that you and your administration to please deny the rate increase to tocK 
consumers Into buying power from Ohio's oldest, dirtiest coal plants. 1 ask that you limit pollution in our 
air and water to lead to fewer deaths and sickness for everyone inside and outside Ohio. 

A bailout of old polluting technology only benefits the utility shareholders and delays investment in 
efficiency and renewable energy. My family and I care about reducing toxic pollution and saving money 
on our electric bills. 

Reducing our dependence on coal for electricity reduces mercury and other contamination from 
polluting our drinking water from Lake Erie and the Ohio River. I know that I want safe drinking water 
for myself and my family...who doesn't? 

rhank you for your time. 

Joey Nicoletti 
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Dear Governor Kosidt 

In Re: Case numbers 14-1297-EL-SSO and 14-1693-EL-SSO 

1 am writing to you to ask that you and your administration to please deny the rate increase to IOCK 

consumers into buying power from Ohio's oldest, dirtiest coal plants. I ask that you limit pollution in our 
air and water to lead to fewer deaths and sickness for evervone inside and outside Ohio. 

A bailout of old oolluting technology only benefits the utility shareholders and delays investment in 
efftciencv and renewable energy. My family and I care about reducing toxic pollution and saving money 
on our electric bills. 

Reducing our dependence on coal for electricity reduces mercury and other contamination from 
polluting our drinking water from Lake Erie and the Ohio River. I know that I want safe drinking water 
for myself and myfamilv..-who doesn't? 

Thank you for your time. 

Kerry Nicoletti 
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